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Aharonov and Bohm' have recently drawn
attention to a remarkable prediction from quan-
tum theory. According to this, the fringe pattern
in an electron interference experiment should
be shifted by altering the amount of magnetic
flux passing between the two beams (e.g. , in

region a of Fig. 1), even though the beams
themselves pass only through field-free regions.
Theory predicts a shift of n fringes for an en-
closed flux 4 of nkc/e; it is convenient to refer
to a natural "flux unit, "hc/e =4.135X10 ' gauss
cm'. It has since been pointed out that the same
conclusion had previously been reached by
Ehrenberg and Siday, ' using semiclassical argu-
ments, but these authors perhaps did not suf-
ficiently stress the remarkable nature of the
result, and their work appears to have attracted
little attention.

Clearly the first problem to consider, experi-
mentally, is the effect on the fringe system of
stray fields not localized to region a but extend-
ing, e.g. , over region a in Fig. 1. In addition

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of interferometer, with
source s, observing plane o, biprism 8, f, and con-
fined and extended field regions a and a'.

to the "quantum" fringe shift due to the enclosed
flux, there will then be a shift due simply to
curvature of the electron trajectories by the
field. A straightforward calculation shows that
in a "biprism" experiment, such a field should
produce a fringe displacement which exactly
keeps pace with the deflection of the beams by
the field, so that the fringe system appears to
remain undisplaced relative to the envelope of
the pattern. A field of type a, on the other hand,
should leave the envelope undisplaced, and pro-
duce a fringe shift within it. In the Marton'
interferometer, conditions are different, and a
field of type a' should leave the fringes undis-
placed in space. This explains how Marton et al. '
were able to observe fringes in the presence of
stray 60-cps fields probably large enough to
have destroyed them otherwise; this experiment
thus constitutes an inadvertent check of the
existence of the "quantum" shift. '

To obtain a more direct check, a Philips
EM100 electron microscope' has been modified
so that it can be switched at will from normal
operation to operation as an interferometer.
Fringes are produced by an electrostatic "biprism"
consisting of an aluminized quartz fiber f (Fig. 1)
flanked by two earthed metal plates e; altering
the positive potential applied to f alters the
effective angle of the biprism. The distances
s-f and f-o (Fig. 1) are about 6.7 cm and 13.4
cm, respectively. With this microscope it was
not possible to reduce the virtual source diameter
below about 0.2 p. , so that it was necessary to
use a fiber f only about 1.5 p, in diameter and a
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FIG. 2. (a) Fringe pattern due to biprisrn alone.
(b) Pattern displaced by 2. 5 fringe widths by field of
type a'.

very small biprism angle, to produce a wide
pattern of fringes which would not be blurred
out by the finite source size. The fringe yattern
obtained is shown in Fig. 2(a); the fringe width

in the observing plane o is about 0.6 p, .
We first examined the effect of a field of type

a', produced by a Helmholtz pair of single turns
3 mm in diameter just behind the biprism. Fields
up to 0.3 gauss were applied, sufficient to dis-
place the pattern by uy to 30 fringe widths, and
as predicted the appearance of the pattern was
completely unchanged. Figure 2(b), for instance,
shows the pattern in a field producing a dis-
placement of about 2.5 fringe widths. In the
absence of the "quantum" shift due to the en-
closed flux, this pattern would have had the
light and dark fringes interchanged. We also
verified that with this interferometer, unlike
Marton's, a small ac field suffices to blur out
the fringe system completely. These results
confirm the presence of the quantum shift in
fields of type a'.

Of more interest is the effect predicted for a
field of type a, where intuition might expect no
effect. Such a field was yroduced by an iron
whisker, ' about 1 p. in diameter and 0.5 mm long,
placed in the shadow of the fiber f. Whiskers
as thin as this are expected theoretically and
found experimentally to be single magnetic
domains; moreover they are found to taper' with
a slope of the order of 10 ', which is extremely
convenient for the yresent purpose. An iron
whisker 1 p, in diameter will contain about 400
flux units; if it tapers uniformly with a slope of
10 ', the flux content will change along the
length at a rate d4/ds of about 1 flux unit per

(a) (b)

FIG. 3. (a) Tilted fringes produced by tapering
whisker in shadow of biprism fiber. (b) Fresnel
fringes in the shadow of the whisker itself, just out-
side shadow of fiber. (o) Same as (b), but from a dif-
ferent part of the whisker, and with fiber out of the
field of view.

micron. Thus if such a whisker is placed in
position a (Fig. 1), we expect to see a pattern
in which the envelope is undisplaced, but the
fringe system within the envelope is inclined at
an angle of the order of one fringe width per
micron. Since the fringe width in the observing
plane is 0.6 p, , and there is a "pin-hole" magnifi-
cation of x3 between the biprism-fiber assembly
and the observing plane, we thus expect the
fringes to show a tilt of order 1 in 5 relative to
the envelope of the pattern. Precisely this is
observed experimentally, as shown in Fig. 3(a).
It will be seen that the whisker taper is not uni-
form, but in this example becomes very small
in the upper part of the picture.

In fact the biprism is an unnecessary refine-
ment for this exyeriment: Fresnel diffraction
into the shadow of the whisker is strong enough
to produce a clear fringe pattern from the whisker
alone. Thus Fig. 3(b) shows the same section of
whisker as Fig. 3(a), moved just out of the shadow
of the biprism fiber. The biprism fringes are
now unperturbed; the Fresnel fringes in the
shadow of the whisker show exactly the same
pattern of fringe shifts along their length as in

Fig. 3(a). Figure 3(c) shows a further example
of these fringes, from a different part of the
same whisker, with the biprism moved out of
the way. The whisker here is tapering more
rapidly.

These fringe shifts cannot be attributed to direct
interaction between the electrons and the surface
of the whisker, since in Fig. 3(a) the whisker
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is completely in the shadow of the fiber. Nor
can they be attributed to a return field H~ parallel
to the whisker in the region a' outside it, due to
the flux emerging from the sides and ends, for
two reasons. An estimate of the magnitude of
this field shows that it might be strong enough
to displace the pattern by perhaps one fringe
width, but not more, and observation confirms
that the displacement of the envelope is very
small; secondly, we have seen experimentally
that an extended field Hz in fact produces a com-
pletely different effect (Fig. 2). Thus the patterns
of Fig. 3 might be taken to demonstrate the
existence of the predicted quantum shift. Indeed
they do; nevertheless the tilt of the fringes can
be attributed to a leakage field, as Pryce has
pointed out to me, and it is illuminating to con-
sider this. " Immediately outside a tapering
whisker, the leakage field is in fact primarily
radial and is given by Hz=(d4/dz)/2mr Th.is
field exerts a force on the electron and gives it
a momentum pz =+ ~(e/c)dC/dz, the different
signs applying to paths on either side of the
whisker. The two beams which converge to
interfere at o are thus tilted one above and one
below the plane of Fig. 1, thus skewing the inter-
fererice fringes. There is a progressive change
in the phase difference between the two beams
as one moves in the z direction. This is easily
calculated from pz by de Broglie's relation, and
amounts to a phase-difference gradient of
(e/Rc)dC/dz. This is precisely the rate of change
of the "quantum" phase difference e4 /Sc calcu-

lated by Aharonov and Bohm. One thus sees
fairly intuitively how the "quantum" phase dif-
ference is progressively built up from the free
end of the whisker, where it is zero, to any
section where the interference is being observed.
It remains true, however, that the total dis-
placement of a given fringe is a direct measure
not of the leakage field from that section but of
the flux enclosed within it, and that a displace-
ment will occur even in a parallel-sided region
of the whisker where the radial leakage field is
zero.

I am indebted to Mr. Aharonov and Dr. Bohm
for telling me of their work before publication,
and to them and to Professor Pryce for many
discussions.
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The relationship between the emission of y rays
by nuclei bound in a crystal and the creation (or
destruction) of phonons has been discussed by
Visscher, ' and suggests that a careful study of
the "off-resonance" line shape in a Mossbauer-
type experiment may be used to observe the fre-
quency distribution of lattice vibrations in the
crystal. Unfortunately, a direct attempt at such
a study seems difficult since it requires the
measurement of nuclear y-ray absorption cross
sections much smaller than the photoelectric
cross sections for the same atom. In an attempt

to investigate the interactions between phonons
and emitting nuclei, therefore, it was decided to
generate low-energy phonons acoustically, and
to study their effect on the y-ray spectrum.

Source and absorber were one-mil thick 321
stainless steel (18% chromium, 8%%uo nickel) foils.
The source, into which had been diffused Co'7,

could be driven by either or both of two methods:
(1) a low-frequency (15 cps) drive utilizing a
loud speaker, and (2) a piezoelectric quartz
crystal drive mounted on the rear of the source
foil. The quartz crystal is driven by a radio-






